ANCOVA approach for shelf life analysis of stability study of multiple factor designs.
For a traditional multiple batch stability design with no other factor, the conventional analysis is analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) modeling using F-tests based on type I sum of squares to determine whether the batches may be pooled for a common estimate of the linear regression line(s). In the last decade, many multiple factor designs were proposed in stability studies. With the objective of model selection, the generalization of the conventional ANCOVA model using type I sum of squares to designs with multiple factors requires a prespecified hierarchical pooling test ordering to determine whether any of the factors may be eliminated. Different shelf life estimates may be derived using different hierarchical pooling test orderings. On the other hand, setting the hierarchical ordering can be subjective and controversial. The stepwise modeling based on F-tests using type III sum of squares for model determination and factor elimination is proposed to eliminate such difficulties.